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ABSTRACT
Terms and conditions (T&Cs) are pervasive on the web and often
contain important information for consumers, but are rarely read.
In this paper, we aim to help users on the internet better understand
the policies they are implicitly agreeing to by surfacing important
information for them. We use a combination of crowdsourcing,
pairwise comparisons of statements in T&Cs, and the Bradley-
Terry model to build a ranking of important statements. We present
an analysis suggesting that consumers have high agreement on
what they consider “important”, as well as an analysis of accuracy
tradeoffs with respect to amount of data needed. We also built
a machine learning model reaching 86.8% accuracy, 93.2% recall,
and a 82.0% precision in detecting user-labelled important clauses.
Lastly, we examine what words andwhat statements crowdworkers
considered important.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Terms&Conditions (T&Cs) are pervasive on theweb. These policies
sometimes contain important information, such as an automatic
subscription plan following a “free trial” [9], complicated cancella-
tion or return policies [14, 21], and prevention of filing class action
lawsuits [24]. However, past work has repeatedly shown that most
consumers do not read or visit such policies [10, 14, 18, 33]. Fur-
thermore, eye-tracking data indicates those who do read policies
usually stop after the first paragraph [40]. These results may be
because (1) T&Cs are hard to read due to complex legal terminology
and (2) consumers do not believe that reading policies will yield
valuable knowledge or is a good use of their time[16].

One strategy to improve consumer awareness of these web poli-
cies’ content is to have legal experts review T&Cs documents manu-
ally. For example, Terms of Service; Didn’t Read (TOS;DR)1 is a web-
site launched in 2012 to summarize policies by having people review
1https://tosdr.org/
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documents and identify statements that may be important to users.
However, TOS;DR currently only covers about 300 websites with
many of its T&Cs out of date, due to a laborious manual inspection
process and high level of legal knowledge required. Other research
used crowd-labeled data and ML to summarize terms and condi-
tions [42, 43]. This work had crowd workers use pre-determined
labels (e.g. camera access, location data, etc.) to categorize state-
ments in T&Cs, focusing on statements related to privacy. However,
what users consider as important in T&Cs is often multifaceted and
contextual, which might not be captured well using these meth-
ods. Furthermore, this past work makes many assumptions about
what users care about, which may not be correct. Reidenberg et al.
previously found disagreements between legal experts and crowd
workers regarding the interpretation of privacy policies [19], but
we opted to focus on the consumers’ perspective to gain (1) general
understanding of what consumers are interested in, and (2) infor-
mation that is likely to be relevant and understandable to other
consumers.

In this paper, we introduce an alternative method for summa-
rizing T&Cs based on crowd preferences. More specifically, we
propose a workflow for creating reliable user-centered importance
rankings for statements within a T&C document, using a combina-
tion of crowdsourcing, pairwise comparisons, and the Bradley-Terry
model [6]. Our approach has several advantages over past work.
First, it has better scalability due to the simplicity of our task. That
is, crowd workers only need to do a comparison task. Furthermore,
the amount of text read by crowd workers is significantly reduced,
from an entire T&Cs document to just two statements. Second, our
approach allows us to better understand importance from users’
perspectives. Since we do not know a priori what consumers care
about in T&Cs, we use an open definition of “importance” in our
question for crowd workers, which can provide us a better under-
standing of what consumers are most interested in. Instead of using
pre-determined categories, our method more accurately reflects
the consumers’ perspectives. As we will discuss later, we found
that users have high agreement on what statements are deemed
important.

We first explored and examined the use of crowdsourcing and
pairwise comparison to pinpoint important sentences from T&C
policies. This approach involves splitting a given policy into indi-
vidual sentences (we also use the term “statement” synonymously),
and then having crowd workers vote on the importance of state-
ments by choosing between two statements at a time (selected from
the same T&C document). We used this method to generate a robust
data set with over 200,000 comparisons from 27 ecommerce T&C
policies . We then fed the collected data for each T&C document
into a Bradley-Terry model, which is a probability model for es-
timating the results of a pairwise comparison and can be used to
construct a full ranking.
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A question here is whether crowd workers have consistent judge-
ments in what they say is important. Higher consistency would
suggest that consumers care about many of the same things, and
offers support that our approach using pairwise comparisons has
merit. Towards this end, we calculated voting variances and aggre-
gated voting scores for the top, bottom, and middle-ranked state-
ments, and found that top and bottom statements have significantly
lower variances and higher/lower scores than the middle popula-
tion, suggesting a clear winners, clear losers, and a fuzzy middle
distribution. We also built a machine learning model to predict the
within-policy importance of a statement from its text which obtains
an accuracy of 86.8%. Lastly, we investigated crowd preferences
by analyzing the content of the top-ranked statements across all
T&Cs, showing that consumers tend to find the following types of
statements important in ecommerce policies: product/services (in
particular, return/cancellation sections), the company’s right to use
user generated and uploaded content, and other general categories.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a user-centered workflow for generating rank-
ings of T&C statements using crowdsourcing, pairwise com-
parisons, and the Bradley-Terry model, and present results
of people’s level of agreement on the rankings.

• We offer insights on what consumers find important within
ecommerce T&C documents from our data set. We found cus-
tomers especially care about financially related statements,
and also consider websites’ specific rules and instructions as
important, in addition to risks.

• We present a predictive machine learning model that can
automatically identify statements within an ecommerce T&C
document, with a 86.8% accuracy, 93.2% recall, and a 82.0%
precision.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we outline past research on methods to make T&Cs
easier to read, techniques for analyzing legal documents, algorithms
for ranking items from pairwise comparisons, and methods used to
classify texts.

2.1 Alternatives to Terms & Conditions
Researchers have developed a variety of methods to assist people
in understanding legal documents. We discuss some of the existing
tools and their influence on our research.

P3P is a machine-readable language that lets websites share their
privacy policies in a machine-readable format. However, P3P has
seen little adoption, with only 10% of the most popular websites us-
ing it in 2008 [12]. Further, past research found that a large number
of participating websites with incorrectly filled P3P policies [12, 23].
Another approach used privacy seals to indicate trustworthy web-
sites, having websites submit their privacy policy to verification
websites for approval, e.g., TRUSTe Trustmark, WebTrust,and BBB
Online (no longer in operation). In theory, users could save time
from reading privacy policies by seeing that the privacy seal exists,
but previous work has indicated that these seals are unrecognizable
to many people [4, 27]. This body of work also focuses on privacy,
rather than general Terms and Conditions.

Kelley et al. developed “privacy nutrition labels”, which used
P3P for displaying privacy policy information in a color-coded grid
[20]. However, this method also only focuses on privacy, and risks
missing important information that do not fit in the pre-defined
categories. Balancing information reduction while retaining im-
portant information is a constant struggle with all summarization
techniques.

Other approaches seek to restructure a policy’s format to increase
readability. Bartlett and Plaut presented T&C policies to users in
bullet points with links to more detailed information [30], while
Bernstein [5] and Waddell et. al [41] reorganized End-User License
Agreements (EULA) by paraphrasing and presenting information
across multiple windows. Their work shows the importance of
incorporating visual design principles to increase readership, but is
not actively informed by what the general consumer’s top concerns
and considerations for opting into a product or service are. In line
with this concern, a recent experimental study by Ben-Shahar and
Chilton found that user comprehension and behavior remained
unaffected even after applying design principles on privacy policies,
suggesting that policy restructuring is not a complete answer to
helping users [3]. Wilson et al. used crowdsourcing to annotate
risks in websites [43].

Similar to our work in using crowdsourcing, Wilson et al. and
Harkous et al. examined machine learning techniques to automate
the annotation of privacy policies [15, 42]. However, this past work
had crowd workers use pre-determined labels to annotate, which
may not fully capture what consumers actually care about. The
website Useguard2 used a deep neural network to read privacy
policies, but it only focused on identifying potential privacy threats,
instead of general terms and conditions [39].

TOS;DR is a website dedicated to summarizing Terms of Service
policies bymanually examining policies. However, TOS;DR has high
labor costs. Each volunteermust manually read the entire document,
highlight each important sentence, and then explain the reasons for
selecting it. While this method is viable for extracting important
statements, there are issues with scalability, as the website has only
analyzed about 300 policies since its inception in 2012. Our work
extends their efforts by investigating an alternative crowd-based
method tailored for speed and scalability.

2.2 Techniques for Analyzing Legal Documents
Automated techniques using natural language processing can quickly
and efficiently analyze large text data sets. Cranor et al. used pars-
ing to extract important information from highly structured bank
privacy policies, while Schaub et al. developed a model consisting
of data structure rules to identify key concepts from privacy poli-
cies [13, 36]. Ammar et al. trained a predictor model to identify
information in privacy policies, and Ramanath et al. developed a
hidden semi-Markov model to label privacy statement categories
[1, 32]. Our work focuses on using a combination of crowdsourcing
and machine learning to understand and analyze T&C policies. Our
work differs primarily in the data collection method used (pairwise
comparisons on an open question), the granularity of our results
(most important sentences in a policy), and in our models (using the

2https://useguard.com
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Bradley-Terry model to rank statements, and using SVM to predict
important sentences).

2.3 Algorithms for Voting to Rank Items
There are several different voting methods for users to rank items.
A common approach is to have voters select one or more candidates
out of a pool of candidates, but such methods may be inappropriate
for policy statements [28]. Policies can be lengthy, and having vot-
ers read all statements before making their selection incurs high
labor costs and requires high memory retention. Other popular
voting methods which do not require voters to read all statements
employ a binary or an n-point Likert scale for individual items.
This is a popular method among social science research as it allows
data collection on a fine-grain and broad level. However, Chaianu-
chittrakul found that using binary and n-point Likert scales led
to little or no differences in importance score distribution when
crowd workers rated individual statements, making these methods
inadequate for ranking policy statements [8].

Follow-up work by Angelia found that forcing users to select be-
tween two statements was more promising for ranking statements
in privacy policies [2]. They used pairwise comparisons in a round-
robin tournament setting, where winners of a comparison progress
to the next round until a winner is found. This approach, however,
yields comparisons that are dependent on previous matches, lead-
ing to: (1) an inability to analyze statement ranking independent of
match history, and (2) a risk of statement mislabeling due to a poor
matchup in early stages.

As such, we decided to use an all-pairs pairwise comparisons
approach, where all possible pairings of items are compared against
each other, resulting in a full list of all possible independent com-
parisons. Each pairwise comparison consists of selecting between
two items at a time. Votes are aggregated for each item, and the
item with the highest number of votes is the winner. The ability
of pairwise comparisons to reduce the amount of text read and
to sort highly subjective and unpredictable items from large data
sets makes it a good candidate method for selecting important
statements from T&Cs. Additionally, because we are gathering in-
dependent comparisons, we can analyze the method’s reliability, i.e.,
consistency and ranking accuracy, by comparing different subsets
of the voting data against other subsets and the full data set. For
these reasons, we believe that the method of pairwise comparisons
has the potential to help find important statements in a manner
that is both quick and scalable.

3 EXPLORING USE OF CROWDSOURCING
AND PAIRWISE COMPARISONS

In this study, we explore the feasibility of using crowdsourcing
and pairwise comparisons to extract important statements from
T&C policies. We apply all-pairs pairwise comparisons on T&Cs
documents to see howwell statements can be ranked by importance.
Each statement corresponds to a single sentence.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Survey Question Design: Open definition of “importance”. Be-
fore collecting important statements from T&Cs, we need to first

determine the type of statements that should be considered “im-
portant.” One option is to ask users to match statements based
on pre-defined criteria, allowing us to report reliable data for the
risks defined. Alternatively, we could let users choose which state-
ments they find important, allowing us to report a wider variety
of statements users find important. As mentioned earlier, because
we do not know a priori what consumers find important, we may
miss a lot of information using pre-defined criteria. We could very
well find that consumers would rather know about online commu-
nity policies and copyright issues than privacy and security risks.
As such, we opted to give our users a general task: “Choose the
statement that you think is more important for you, a customer
browsing the website, to know.” to learn what general consumers
find important. This user-centered approach of leaving space for
users to decide what is important also makes the task for crowd
workers easier and more intuitive.

In addition, we evaluated the voting results and rankings gener-
ated from crowd workers, and found that even though we did not
establish a formal definition for the word “important”, crowd work-
ers still had a high level of agreement. This will be further discussed
in the section Evaluation of People’s Agreement on “Importance”.

3.1.2 SurveyQuestion Design: The design of pairwise comparison
tasks . Here, we discuss the design of our crowdsourcing task. We
were inspired by TOS;DR in evaluating terms and conditions. How-
ever, as noted earlier, TOS;DR asks volunteers to read entire doc-
uments and flag and grade relevant elements, which has serious
challenges with scale. In contrast, Wilson et al. ask crowd work-
ers to answer privacy-specific questions like “Which policy might
collect contact information?” to label data [43], but we felt that
this approach makes too many assumptions about what consumers
actually care about.

In looking for a more scalable solution, we were inspired by
CrowdForge, which breaks up a large complex task into many
small parts, each of which are processed by crowd workers and
then aggregated back together [22]. We were also inspired by sites
that used pairwise comparisons to establish a rank ordering of
items, e.g., KittenWar.com and AllOurIdeas.org. The core idea is
to offer a voting task where individuals only compare two items
at a time. Individuals do not need to vote on all items, and votes
can be aggregated together to generate the overall ranking. Note
that each item in Kitten War and All Our Ideas contains all the
information a user needs. For example, in Kitten War, users vote
on pictures of kittens, and don’t need any additional information
outside of the picture. In All Our Ideas, users vote on complete ideas,
each spanning between 1-3 sentences. Also, research suggests that
psychologically, it is easier for people to compare between items
than evaluate each item alone [44].

3.1.3 Survey Question Design: Amount of information to display.
To evaluate T&Cs, we chose to operationalize things as pairwise
comparison tasks. However, comparisons in our case might not be
wholly contained. That is, a piece of text in the T&C might refer
to or depend on text mentioned elsewhere in the document. This
naturally leads to the question of what is the right granularity for
our comparison task. We ruled out showing the entire document for
scalability reasons. We considered paragraph granularity, but found
that many T&Cs have rather long paragraphs, which would make
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the task inconsistent (e.g. comparing a short paragraph to a long
one), difficult to compare, and time consuming. We also considered
showing several sentences at a time, but had concerns that this
would make the task harder and slower, for similar reasons as above.
Furthermore, there was also no guarantee that any dependent text
would be included. After considering the trade-offs, we opted to
choose a granularity of one sentence, as it would greatly simplify
the task. We also felt this approach would be not much worse in
terms of dependent text than other options, and would allow us
to control for variability in length between the two items in the
comparison task. All in all, we felt that having a granularity of a
single sentence was a reasonable starting point to investigate this
design space.

3.1.4 Terms & Conditions Used. For this initial study, we selected
12 T&C documents (with a total of 601 statements) of ecommerce
websites servicing the USmarket (see Table 1).We chose ecommerce
because we wanted a domain where sites would have somewhat
similar characteristics, and because we felt that there would be
enough interesting differences from past work on privacy policies.

3.1.5 Crowdsourcing platform and participants. We used Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) as our crowdsourcing platform to collect
data from master workers who had a minimum of 95% acceptance
rate for completed Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) [31]. We also
limited the location of MTurkers to be in United States only, since
we are only evaluating ecommerce websites primarily serving the
US market, since other cultures may interpret, understand, and find
importance of T&Cs differently.

We paid workers $0.02 for every pairwise comparison they com-
pleted, $0.01 as the base fee, with $0.01 as part of the mandatory fee
Amazon MTurk charges to use master workers. Each HIT consisted
of a randomly selected pairwise comparison from the pool of all
possible pairwise comparisons within the same T&Cs document.
Each pairwise comparison was assigned to 3 unique crowd workers,
resulting in 3 unique crowd workers per pairwise comparison. Note
that in our approach, we had 3 MTurkers compare A vs B (where
A and B are statements from the policy), and 3 more comparing
B vs A to minimize ordering effects [37], which leads to a total of
6 pairwise comparisons for each statement. Crowd workers were
allowed to complete multiple HITs.

For example, the T&C for The Home Depot contains 39 state-
ments, resulting in 4446 (39 x 38 x 3) pairwise comparisons, with a
long tail distribution of contributions by crowd workers. Table 1
displays details about the companies. In total, this study had 98,062
comparisons from 12 T&Cs from ecommerce companies, which
cost $1961.24 in total.

Crowd workers were shown two randomly selected statements
from the policy as well as the source of the T&C document, and
asked to click on the statement they thought was more important
to know (Figure 1). They could also select an option indicating that
both statements were equally important.

The resulting selection was converted into points: a statement
received +1 points if selected, 0 points if selected as equal, and -1
points if the other statement is selected. After collecting the data,
for each pair we combined the results of the 6 unique comparisons
generated by 6 MTurkers, and put them into a list.

Table 1: Breakdown of 12 ecommerce T&Cs used for this
study

Company # Statements # Votes # Comparisons
per pair

Geekbuying 44 6 5,676

GuitarCenter 44 6 5,676

HomeDepot 39 6 4,446

HP 32 6 2,976

Lenovo 78 6 18,018

Logitech 33 6 3,168

Myntra 42 6 5,166

Playstation 77 6 17,566

Samsung 70 6 14,490

Selfridges 42 6 5,166

Uniqlo 63 6 11,718

Zaful 37 6 3,996

Total 601 6 98,062

Figure 1: Crowd workers were shown a pair of randomly se-
lected statements, and asked to select the more important
of the two. Statements that were selected more frequently
than others would be considered as higher in importance in
our models.

4 GENERATING RANKINGS FROM PAIRWISE
COMPARISON RESULTS

Once we had the raw pairwise comparison results, we then pro-
cessed the data and generated rankings of statements for each
website, by (1) creating a set of tuples in the form of (S1, S2) for
all statements to describe which statement was considered more
important, and (2) feeding tuple pairs into the Bradley-Terry model,
computing a rank of statements for each of the T&Cs document. We
used tuples because this is the most widely-used input form for the
Bradley-Terry model, and aggregating votes among different crowd
workers makes the comparison more robust and higher quality.
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4.1 Aggregating comparison results
To create the tuples, we calculated the sum of the scores for the 6
individual HITs for each same pairwise comparison. For example, let
us assume that the results of the 6 hits for statement1vs .statement2
are [1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 0], which means crowd workers said statement1
was more important than statement2 four times, the opposite once,
and equally important once. This would lead to a sum score of 3. If
this sum is greater than 0, we label it as the first statement wins. If
this sum is smaller than 0, then the first statement loses. If this sum
is exactly 0, we remove this comparison from the data set. We then
create a set of tuples for each of the T&C documents, based on these
comparison results, representing the event “statement1 wins over
statement2” as (statement1, statement2). By convention, the first
statement of the tuple represents the statement which wins. We
use this set of comparison outcomes to fit a Bradley-Terry model,
as described in the next section.

4.2 Fitting a Bradley-Terry model to generate
rankings

4.2.1 The Bradley-Terry model. The Bradley-Terry model is a prob-
ability model that can predict the outcome of a paired compar-
ison [6]. The model assumes that, given a pair of individuals i
and j drawn from some population, there are positive quantities
π1, · · · ,πn, which can be assumed to sum to one, such that:

P{i beats j} =
πi

πi + πj
(1)

The Bradley-Terry model can be fitted to a particular set of pairwise
comparison data [17], in our case the set of tuples for each of
the T&Cs documents, and be used to derive a full ranking of the
statements of that document.

4.2.2 Using choix library to fit a Bradley-Terry model on our data.
We used the choix library [25] to fit a Bradley-Terry model on our
pairwise comparison data. Taking the tuple list as input data, choix
computes the maximum-likelihood estimate of model parameters,
and returns an array of ranked statements, where statements ranked
at the top are consistently found to be more important from users’
perspectives, and vice-versa for statements ranked at the bottom.

Tables 2 and 3 show the resulting top and bottom statements for
one T&C. Many of the top statements are money-related clauses
and specific return policies, while the bottom statements mainly
consist of simple information or aspirational declarations.

5 EVALUATION OF CONSISTENCY IN CROWD
SELECTION OF IMPORTANT STATEMENTS

An open question here is to what degree crowd workers agree on
what they deem important. As noted earlier, higher consistency
would suggest that consumers care about many of the same things,
and offers support that our approach using pairwise comparisons
has merit. In contrast, if there is low consistency, it would suggest
that our method would have problems generalizing.

We analyzed our raw crowdsourced data and the rankings gener-
ated by the Bradley-Terry Model. We also propose two trends that,
if observed, would support our approach: (1) people should have
high voting consistency on the top and bottom ranked statements,

Table 2: Top crowd ranked statements for Guitar Center.
Note that many of these statements relate to finances and
returns.

Statement Text Statement
#

Crowd
Rank

To avoid return shipping fees, return your pur-
chase at your nearest Guitar Center retail loca-
tion. Limitations and Exceptions to Extended
Return Period Returns of the following products
must be made within 14 days of purchase...

11 1

The following products cannot be returned
Clearance items, items identified as non-
returnable...

32 2

Returned mouthpieces over $300 incur an $8.00
sanitization fee; the fee for mouthpieces under
$300 is $4.00 Apple products incur a 10% restock-
ing fee on any open box returns....

13 3

If for any reason you’re not completely satisfied
with your purchase, simply return it in its origi-
nal condition within the return period and well
give you a full refund...

3 4

Items must also include all original packaging,
manuals, warranties and accessories or your
return may be subject to a return handling
charge...

7 5

Table 3: Bottom crowd ranked statements for Guitar Center

Statement Text Statement
#

Crowd
Rank

To find your nearest store, visit us at
stores.guitarcenter.com

37 40

Refer to your packing list for international re-
turn instructions.

39 41

Our goal is your total satisfaction. 28 42

If you’re not satisfied, neither are we. 2 43

Last Revised: February 22, 2018. 27 44

and (2) there should be a clear variation in the voting scores, specif-
ically, the voting scores of top statements should be much higher,
and the scores for bottom statements should be much lower than
the middle statements. These two observations would indicate that
crowd workers can clearly divide top and bottom statements from
the population, and make consistent judgments when comparing
those statements to others.

5.1 Method
We used the average aggregated variance of each statement to rep-
resent the degree of people’s voting consistency. Lower variance
means that crowds made similar selections when comparing this
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Table 4: Mann-Whitney U tests statistics and p-values for
voting scores and variances of top vs middle, and middle vs
bottom statements

Tested Groups U statistic p-value

Scores, top vs. mid 926.5 1.09 × 10−48

Scores, bottom vs. mid 328.0 7.02 × 10−38

Variances, top vs. mid 13139.5 6.77 × 10−9

Variances, bottom vs. mid 2304.0 1.40 × 10−28

statement to other statements (and thus more consistency), and vice
versa. For a statement with a total number of N (from a to n) pair-
wise comparison results, {[a1, . . . ,a6] , [b1, . . . ,b6] , . . . , [n1, . . . ,n6]},
where a,b, . . . ,n ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, the average aggregated variance is:

1
N

n∑
i=a

Var ([i1, i2, . . . , i6]) (2)

Which is the average of sum of variances of all its comparison
results. The average aggregated variance is within the range [0, 1].

The average aggregated voting scores for each statement is com-
puted as:

1
N

n∑
i=a

6∑
j=1

i j (3)

Which is the average of sum of voting scores. The highest possible
average voting score is 6, and the lowest possible average voting
score is -6. A score close to 6 means that crowds strongly regard
this statement more important when compared to other statements,
and vice versa.

5.2 Results
We compared the variance and the scores of the top 5, bottom 5,
and all other statements (i.e. the middle statements) for each of the
12 websites in our data set.

As shown in Table 5, the voting variance of the top 5 statements
and the bottom 5 statements are lower than the middle statements,
suggesting a stronger consensus on what people consider impor-
tant/unimportant statements, with more disagreement among the
middle parts. Also, we observed large differences between the vot-
ing scores (Table 6) of the top 5 statements, the middle statements,
and the bottom 5 statements for all websites. The top 5 statements
have positive voting scores around 2, and the bottom 5 statements
have negative voting scores around -3, while the middle population
have voting scores around 0. This clear divide supports our second
proposal that the voting scores for top statements are significantly
higher, and the scores for bottom statements should be significantly
lower than the middle population.

We performed Mann-Whitney U tests on voting variances and
voting scores for top vs middle, and middle vs bottom statements,
to formally determine whether these statements were drawn from
different distributions. Our four test results all have very small
p-values, indicating that the sample distributions of the top, bottom
and middle statements are significantly different (table 4).

Table 5: Average aggregated voting variance for top,mid, and
bottom statements

Website Top 5 state-
ments

Middle
statements

Bottom 5
statements

Geekbuying 0.64 0.71 0.43

GuitarCenter 0.54 0.65 0.37

HomeDepot 0.70 0.75 0.56

HP 0.70 0.76 0.66

Lenovo 0.69 0.71 0.44

Logitech 0.54 0.71 0.49

Myntra 0.65 0.74 0.61

Playstation 0.57 0.67 0.43

Samsung 0.67 0.76 0.67

Selfridges 0.67 0.74 0.49

Uniqlo 0.71 0.76 0.66

Zaful 0.64 0.73 0.51

All 0.64 0.72 0.53

Table 6: Average aggregated voting score for top, mid, and
bottom statements

Website Top 5 state-
ments

Middle
statements

Bottom 5
statements

Geekbuying 2.09 0.13 -3.76

GuitarCenter 2.90 0.00 -4.12

HomeDepot 2.29 -0.02 -3.26

HP 2.08 -0.06 -2.26

Lenovo 2.13 0.09 -3.87

Logitech 2.56 0.06 -3.57

Myntra 1.99 -0.01 -2.72

Playstation 2.61 -0.01 -3.86

Samsung 2.09 -0.11 -2.46

Selfridges 2.24 0.09 -3.70

Uniqlo 1.80 -0.01 -2.50

Zaful 2.37 -0.04 -3.31

All 2.26 0.01 -3.28

We also noticed that the average scores are much lower for the
bottom statements, with a lower variance comparing to the top
statements, suggesting crowd workers have stronger agreement on
what they deem unimportant.
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6 SCALABILITY
While using an all-pairs pairwise comparisons approach gives us
rich data, this method can be costly in terms of time and money
since the number of pairwise comparisons grows O(N 2), where N
is the number of statements in a policy. Reducing the amount of
data needed for each policy can make it faster and cheaper to collect
data, but there may be tradeoffs when compared to the full data
set, with respect to consistency of results (e.g., because different
people are working on tasks, different comparisons shown, different
number of tasks completed by people) and with accuracy.

We tested these questions by sampling subsets of increasing
sizes from our full data set. For each data subset size, we compare
its top 20% highest ranked statements against the top 20% ranked
statements from the full data set, using a similarity measurement.

6.1 Method
We performed 10 rounds of data sampling from the full data (12
websites T&Cs statements from the previous study), beginning with
sampling 10% of the pairwise comparisons, and incrementing that
amount of data by 10% until we reached the full 100%.

We began each round by randomly sampling comparisons, while
ensuring all statements were represented in the subset at least once
to avoid statements without any comparisons. After randomly sam-
pling the data into the data subset, we checked what the top 20%
highest ranked statements were, then performed a similarity test
with the full data set to test for accuracy. A simple measure of simi-
larity between two sets is defined by a coefficient ρ(i)n determined by
the number of statements in common between the top 20% ranked
statements over a sample and the top 20% ranked statements over
the entire data set:

ρ
(i)
n =

θ
(i)
n ∩ Θ(i)

m
(4)

where i is the statement analyzed, n is the size of the sample, m is
the number of statements in the top 20%, θ (i)n are the statements
from policy i in an ordering over a sample of size n, and Θ(i) are
the statements from policy i in an ordering over all of the data. A
score of 1.0 corresponds to complete agreement between the top
20% statements over the sample and the top 20% statements over
the entire data set (and a value of 0.0 is complete disagreement).

In short, our input variable is the data subset size, varying by
percentage of data sampled from the full data. Our output score
captures the method’s accuracy by obtaining a similarity coefficient
to the full data set. We consider the point at which the similarity co-
efficient stays stable as being at least 80% similarity. If the similarity
continues to be high with more data, we take that as an indicator
of convergence.

We conducted 100 simulations for each T&C, where each simu-
lation consisted of 10 rounds (going from 10% to 100% of the full
data set). Afterwards, we averaged the results of all 12 T&Cs and
summarized them in line graphs (Figure 2).

6.2 Results
Figure 2 shows the crowd’s convergence as more data is added.
The x-axis is the percentage of data added from the full data set,
and the y-axis is the similarity coefficient compared to the full data

Figure 2: This graph shows how accurate subsets of the
crowd are compared to the full crowd, averaged over all web-
sites, with standard deviation error bars.

set. Ideally, we would like to see high consistency in the form of a
rapidly growing and high similarity coefficient as data is added, as
well as rapidly decreasing and low standard deviations. In contrast,
a low consistency is indicated by an oscillating similarity coefficient
as data is added. As we can see from Figure 2, the crowd quickly
converges towards the same answers even with just 20-30% of the
total data. The consistency of the T&Cs reaches at least 0.70 at 40%
of the total data, with diminishing returns around 50%.

6.3 Discussion
From these results, we argue that a minimum of at least 40% of
the total of all possible pairwise comparisons is needed to yield
useful results. This threshold is debatable, but we feel that this
offers a good balance between utility on one hand, and time, cost,
and crowd labor on the other. Note that in our next study, we chose
50% as our threshold. These results suggest that our method leads
to results that converge relatively quickly, which can help in terms
of optimizing the number of tasks needed by crowd workers for
this method, and that these results are both fairly consistent and
accurate. In our next section, we further explore this method’s
scalability by building a prediction model from our data set and
report its performance rate.

7 CONSTRUCTION OF PREDICTIVE MODEL
One extended application of our study is to use the crowdsourced
raw data and rankings to predict the importance of T&Cs state-
ments. We trained a machine learning classification model on the
collected ranking data, where statements were divided into classes
of “important” and “unimportant”, and use the model to automati-
cally identify which statements might be important to consumers.

7.1 Terms & Conditions used
We used the techniques discussed in the scalability section and
collected 15 more ecommerce T&Cs, yielding an additional 105,006
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Table 7: Breakdown of 15 more T&Cs used for this study

Company #State- #Votes #All Comp- #Compar-
ments per pair arisons isons

Neiman Marcus 32 6 2,976 1,488

CDW 33 6 3,168 1,584

PC Connection. 35 6 3,570 1,785

Macy’s 46 6 6,210 3,105

American Girl 52 6 7,956 3,978

Vitacost 55 6 8,910 4,455

Sony 56 6 9,240 4,620

GameStop 57 6 9,576 4,788

VinoTemp 61 6 10,980 5,490

Toys’R’Us 65 6 12,480 6,240

Grainger 69 6 14,076 7,038

Nordstrom 69 6 14,076 7,038

CafePress 73 6 15,768 7,884

Amazon 117 6 40,176 20,358

NG Cleansing 130 6 50,130 25,155

Total 950 6 210,012 105,006

comparisons. Applying our findings, we optimized the data collec-
tion process by 50%, as shown in Table 7. Our combined data set
consists of 1,551 statements from 27 T&Cs, ranked from 203,068
pairwise comparisons.

7.2 Predicting the importance of an individual
T&C statement

We first divide our data into 2 classes “important”, and “unimpor-
tant”, by their importance rankings generated from crowdsourcing
results. Specifically, we label the top 20% of ranked statements
as “important”, and the rest 80% as “unimportant”. This threshold
is somewhat arbitrary, but we felt it would be useful enough for
many use cases. In our data set of 1,551 statements, 310 statements
were labelled as “important” and 1,241 statements were labelled as
“unimportant”.

7.2.1 Data Pre-processing. Before we start the training process,
we applied some conventional text pre-processing steps to our
data, including: converting to lowercase, removing punctuation,
removing stop words, and lemmatization.

7.2.2 Text Representation: Word2Vec and tf-idf. In order to pro-
duce more informative text representations, we used word em-
beddings, specifically Word2Vec, to capture and model semantic
relationships between vocabularies. Since this model is unsuper-
vised, high-quality word embeddings can be trained from a much
larger set of unlabeled T&Cs statements [26]. In our study, we
trained a Word2Vec model with 17,321 vocabularies from 427,814

T&Cs statements collected from the internet, and applied it onto
our 1,551 labeled statements.

Specifically, we mapped each word to a 100-dimensional vector,
and built features for each statement by multiplying word vectors
with weights. We used tf-idf weighting scheme, which assigns each
term (t, in our case each word in the statement) in a document (d, in
our case the T&Cs statement) a weight based on its term frequency
(tf, how many times the word appears in the sentence) and inverse
document frequency (idf, the ratio of number of documents to the
number of sentences in the corpus containing the term t) [34]:

tf-idf t,d = tft,d × idf t (5)
This weighting algorithm basically summarizes how often a given
word appears within a document (tf), with a penalizer that down-
scales words that appear a lot across documents (idf). Terms with
higher weight scores are considered to be more important.

To sum up, the feature vector for each statement is the tf-idf
weighted sum of the trained Word2Vec word vectors within that
statement.

7.2.3 Selection of classification algorithm: SVM. We used the pre-
processed data to train a machine learning classification model. We
selected the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm after trying
multiple ML algorithms including Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes,
and Random Forest. We used Scikit-Learn’s svm.SVC API [29] to
construct and train the SVM classifier on our processed statements
data, each with a label “important” or “unimportant”.

7.2.4 Training and Testing. To optimize the hyper-parameters, we
performed a grid search, using Scikit Learn’s GridSearchCV API
[29], on parametersC (penalty parameter of the error term), kernel
(which kernel to use) and дamma (the kernel co-efficient). Since
this is an imbalanced data set, we used the balanced accuracy [7]
instead of accuracy as the metric when doing grid search, to avoid
a biased classifier. Balanced accuracy is calculated as:

FNR + FPR

2
(6)

Where FNR is the False Negative Rate, and FPR the False Positive
Rate. We used C = 10, дamma = 0.001 and kernel = “RBF” for our
final model. Our model classifies a T&Cs statement’s level of im-
portance with a 86.8% accuracy , 93.2% recall and a 82.0% precision
(calculated by 5-fold cross validation across all T&Cs documents).
The results suggest that our model is able to identify 93.2% of the
important statements labelled by crowd users in our data set.

In addition, this model can also be used to evaluate T&Cs doc-
uments, simply by applying the predictive model to each of the
statements and report the classification results. For example, we
tested our model on the T&Cs statements of Apple, as shown in
Table 8. We can see that statements closely related to consumers’
interests, for example, refund, order and pick-up policies, are clas-
sified as important to consumers.

8 EXAMINING CROWD PREFERENCES
Here, we present our analysis of statements that the crowd found
important. Specifically, we collected and categorized the top 5 im-
portant statements for each T&C documents from the rankings of
27 websites. Knowing the content of these selections can provide a
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Table 8: Predicted important statements of Apple’s T&Cs

Statements

In the event we cannot supply a product you ordered, Apple
will cancel the order and refund your purchase price in full.

Furthermore, there may be occasions when Apple confirms
your order but subsequently learns that it cannot supply the
ordered product.

Apple is not responsible for actions taken by the third party
once your item(s) have been picked up.

Apple may, in its sole discretion, refuse or cancel any order and
limit order quantity.

In addition, your bank or credit card issuer may also charge you
foreign conversion charges and fees, which may also increase
the overall cost of your purchase.

sanity check of our prediction models, and offer insight as to what
consumers care the most about.

8.1 Words’ correlations with importance
We used Pearson’s chi-squared test [11] to find the top 20 words
most correlated with important statements in our data set (Fig-
ure 3). This plot suggests consumers place high value on potential
financial loss, with terms like “fee”, “price”, and “damages”. Many
words are also related to return/cancellation policies, e,g, “cancel”,
“terminate”, and “original”, as are words relating to shipping polices,
e.g. “distribute”, “days”, and “shipping”.

Figure 3: Chi-square scores of words that correlate with im-
portant statements

Table 9: Frequency of content type in the top 5 statements
for all T&C documents from 27 ecommerce websites

Category Frequency

Product/Service 57

User Content 25

Liability 22

User Behavior 11

Intellectual Property 10

Warranty 7

Terms Amendment 3

8.2 Evaluating statements
Table 9 displays our categorization of the top 5 highest ranked
statements for all 27 analyzed policies. We found that statements
relating to product/services, specifically those related to return, can-
cellation, shipping policies appeared the highest number of times,
comprising a third of the top 5 statements. For example, NG Cleans-
ing stipulates: “Unless you cancel within 14 days from today, you
will be automatically charged the full purchase fee ($88.92) 14 days
from today and enrolled in our auto-ship program.” Neiman Marcus
informs consumers of their “...ongoing commitment to ensure that
your shopping experience...is protected, we will prosecute all unau-
thorized or fraudulent transactions to the fullest extent allowed by
law.” This statement type frequency suggests that consumers place
high value on financial related issues, which corresponds to our
chi-square test results in the previous section.

The second most frequent statement type relates to the com-
pany’s ability to control content generated and uploaded by the
user. For example, Samsung states their right that “Any Submis-
sion may be used by Samsung without restriction for any purpose
whatsoever, including, without limitation, reproduction, disclosure,
transmission, publication, broadcast or posting...”. Other high rank-
ing statements refer to the company’s right to delete user content,
or to even fine users for bad reviews on review websites.

The rest of the statements involve various categories involving
liability, warranty, company intellectual property, and user behav-
ior.

We also examined what consumers find unimportant. Among the
bottom 5 statements, we found content that do not appear to give
consumers important or relevant information. We found business
clichés, e.g., “NOW GO ENJOY OUR SITES!” (Playstation Bottom
rank #1), external links to other information, e.g., "For information
regarding your intellectual property rights...” (CafePress Bottom
rank #1), and others, e.g., “This website is accessible to you at no
cost.” (GameStop Bottom rank #1).

In addition, we noted that the crowd ranked a particular state-
ment quite high: “If the content remains...you will immediately be
billed US $2,500, as liquidated damages...” (VinoTemp, Top rank #2).
The sentences preceding this statement specify the cause for the bill,
i.e., writing a negative review online without contacting them and
being validated by a “judgment,” (rank #29 and #30). The sentences
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following this statement list consequences, i.e., bill forwarded to
a collections agency if not paid in a month (rank #9). We found
it interesting that the crowd was able to identify this issue even
without the full context, perhaps because of key words inside of
the statement, i.e., “billed” and “$”.

Lastly, some of the top-ranked statements relate to useful infor-
mation about the return process, shipping policy, or community
rules. For example, Logitech explains about a special case of their
return policies “Each year we extended our normal 30-day return
policy so that the holiday gifts you purchase from November 15
through December 23 can be returned for any reason until Janu-
ary 31 of the following year.” (Logitech, Top rank #1). Guitarcenter
recommends their customers: “To avoid return shipping fees, re-
turn your purchase at your nearest Guitar Center retail location.”
(Guitarcenter, Top rank #1). This confirmed our conjecture in the
beginning that the method of using pre-selected risks to annotate
T&Cs statements may not effectively match what consumers con-
sider important from their perspectives.

9 OVERALL DISCUSSION
Our study has several limitations. While we collected over 200,000
comparisons, it is only on 27 T&C policies and only for ecommerce
websites. Though this amount of data was sufficient to perform
experiments and analyze the method itself, future work should
look at gathering even more policies and from domains outside of
ecommerce (e.g. social media).

Another limitation is with our choice of granularity, namely
individual sentences. We felt that individual sentences were a rea-
sonable starting point, but it may be the case that some sentences
refer to others, or cannot be easily understoodwithoutmore context.
One design opportunity here is to offer crowd workers definitions
for complex legal terms (e.g. indemnification, perpetuity, etc), as
well as information about how common certain clauses for a par-
ticular domain. Informally, we also observed that there are some
clauses that are copies or near-exact copies of each other, even at
the scope of the entire Terms and Conditions policy itself. This kind
of duplication might help with scalability, in terms of not needing
crowd workers to examine those statements or policies.

We also had a long tail distribution of contributions fromMTurk-
ers. While this distribution does match that of other collaborative
environments (e.g., All Our Ideas, Wikipedia, and studies on MTurk-
ers has found the existence of “power users” who contribute a large
part of work), we acknowledge the potential for bias [35, 38].

We have three main next steps for future work that we are
currently working on. The first is to address the first limitation,
by increasing the number of analyzed policies in our data set and
going beyond ecommerce. The second is to optimize our machine
learning method even further, especially deep neural networks if
we have a large set of labelled data. Third, we are building out a web
site to showcase the results of our analysis on a large set of Terms
and Conditions, offering new kinds of interfaces and visualizations
to surface important information from these policies to users.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated using crowdsourcing for pairwise com-
parisons of statements in Terms and Conditions policies, with an

open definition of “importance”. We used the Bradley-Terry model
to aggregate these comparisons and rank statements. We also found
that crowd workers had high agreement on what statements they
considered important, showing that even with an open definition of
“importance”, crowd workers still generate consistent and reliable
results. We then examined the method’s reliability by testing data
subsets of different sizes, and found that the top ranked statements
converged and remained stable when including only 50% of all
possible pairwise comparisons, suggesting that this method has
potential to be an efficient approach. We built a working prediction
model that can serve as a basis for more advanced machine learning
models to further this method’s scalability. Lastly, we presented an
analysis of crowd preferences, which offered some insights towards
users’ concerns on T&Cs.
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